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Abstract
In accordance with the general world trend, a new form of breweries expands in the Czech beer market –
mini-breweries. More than 220 new mini- breweries have been established in the period 2013-2016. This
tendency does not let up. As the number of mini-breweries increases, we can inspect a strengthening
competing pressure in this sector. Mini-breweries are supposed to start to really compete within among
themselves and fight for customers. The data collection was done in January 2017 by means of an electronic
survey on all population of mini-breweries (350 companies registered by December 31, 2017). The response
rate was 41%. The aim of the paper is, by means of the descriptive statistics methods, to find out, what
marketing tools the small breweries’ managers or proprietors consider as most important with regards to
the competitiveness of their business. The collected data were analysed by means of one-way classification
according to the defined segmentation criteria. Most of respondents consider a good reputation (89%),
recommendation of current clients (85%), and own website (60%) to be most important communication
tools.
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INTRODUCTION
In present days, the Czech beer market experience establishing of a new form of breweries –
mini-breweries. The increase of the number very strong in recent years not only in the Czech
Republic (Theuvsen, 2005; Ellis & Bosworth, 2015; Colen, 2016; Chlebicka, Fałkowski, &
Lichota, 2018). Emerging mini-breweries represent an important factor of the economic
development of regions or even rural areas (Ellis & Bosworth, 2015) and of their business
activity. By the end of 2016, 350 mini-breweries operated in the Czech Republic, and some of
them have already firmly established, with a progressively increasing volume of the beer
produced and number of staff and they are extending their activity. Other mini-breweries do
not intend and seek to increase their production even because of their short existence or due to
their initial objective. Researchers show two main reasons for establishing a mini-brewery
(Cabras, 2016). The first reason is a pure enthusiasm for bear and an intention to brew a beer
according to meet requirements of themselves for taste and quality. The latter are particularly
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caused by a volume of undesirable matters in beer. According to Belakova (2017), undesirable
matters were revealed in 83% of beer samples from retail shops in the Czech Republic. The
volume of such matters was inconsiderable, nevertheless. The second reason is a business plan.
Similarly to other quickly growing markets (of more than 10% annually), the mini-brewery
market is attractive for many investors, who observe an important boom in this sector. The
paper deals with a perceived importance of marketing tools by proprietors or managers, in
connection with building a market position and competing for clients.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
Small and middle enterprises play a strong role in world economy (Beck, Demirguc-Kunt, &
Levine, 2005; Lukács, 2005) and so they do in case of a regional economy and regional
development. They are considered an important engine for economic growth in terms of both
employment and gross domestic product (Bocconcelli et al., 2018).
Marketing communication is a term used to encompass every aspect of the visual, written,
spoken or sensory interaction between a business and its market or markets (Cooper and Lane,
1997: 133)
It is mostly about a commercial communication, the objective of which is, based on the
transmitted information, to influence cognitive, motivational and decision-making processes of
those who we should address in accordance with our intentions (Vysekalová & Komárková,
2002)
Marketing communication in SMEs has its limitations issuing from the size of the enterprise
and consequently from problems, such a lack of budget or lack of human resoursces. Some
theories (Schmid, 2014) mention also limited information sources and experience.
Several theoretical bases could be used to systemize marketing communication techniques
and tools, for instance a part of 4P as adopted by Kotler (2003) – communication mix – that in
his conception comprises advertising, direct marketing, personal selling, public relations and
sales promotion. Another is approach is represented by De Pelsmacker’s (2001) marketing
communication tools – advertising, sales promotion, sponsorship, public relations, personal
selling, direct marketing, point-of-purchase communications, exhibitions and fairs and internet.
All the above-mentioned techniques and tools are used in the brewery industry. Their
employment depends always on the particular situation. One of the most important factors that
influence constitution of the communication mix is the size of the brewery, or more precisely
its financial power, then specifics of the administered segment of customers (Castilione, 2011).
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From that point of view, we can distinguish a mass marketing communication that use mass
communication tools and focus as big number of potential customers as possible. It is used by
large industrial breweries. A targeted marketing communication use personal communication
channels and focus a particular group of customers. This marketing communication serves to
mini-breweries (Kotler, 2003). Industrial breweries that realize an expensive TV-advertisement
lived a decrease of the volume of beer produced of 5% in 2015 and then again of 10% in 2016
(the expansion of mini-breweries could be a reason of this situation). On the contrary, some
regional breweries decreased considerably their budget for a classic communication and yet
they increased their volume of beer produced. For instance, the brewery Svijany used the wordof-mouth method and it increased its volume of beer produced twofold in 2013 (Kozák, 2014).
Mini-breweries are newcomers in the Czech beer market and they communicate with their
customers particularly through their product – beer. Their main assets are uniqueness and
localness (Toro, 2014). The word-of-mouth communications predominates in their promotion,
and the information spreads thanks to satisfied visitors to breweries and funs of unconventional
beers (Stoklasek, 2013) spread it. This phenomenon has an overlap – similarly to the wine
tourism – the beer tourism (Duda, 2013; Kraftchick, 2014). A number of mini-breweries
provide accommodation and catering services (Kozák, Bartók, & Honzková, 2017). and help
thus strengthen tourism in the area and then further support local economies.
As already mentioned above, the most important factor influencing the mini-breweries’
choice of marketing tools, is their budget (George, 2013). This is why mini-breweries mostly
do not use the mass communication tools and channels (such expenditures would be very
probably inefficient considering the target groups of customers). They use, however, personal,
targeted marketing channels, such as regional press, social media or other more appropriate and
less expensive ways to address regional or even local markets.
A very common approach also is to become a member in organisations that associate minibreweries, for instance Association of small breweries, Club of small breweries, CzechMoravian union of mini-breweries, etc. These associations organize common meetings and
events through which they spread awareness of small breweries among potential customers and
contribute this way to increasing customers’ interest in the products of small breweries (Kozák,
2013).
Products of mini-breweries could mostly be considered as local or regional product. They
usually influence local economy within their action radius, using local source (particularly
manpower, but also some materials or ingredients), so they could be considered as an activation
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of indigenous resources that can be a take-off point of long-term development (Káposzta, Ritter,
& Kassa, 2015). Their production could also issue from local traditional procedures, to respond
to the local taste specifics of consumers or else to contribute to the sense of belonging of
inhabitants, and to strengthen their relation to their place of living, which was a longterm
phenomenon in the traditional beer regions (which the Czech Republic historically is). Thus the
small breweries could satisfy the recently increasing consumer demand for local products. The
emergence of the boom of mini-breweries is then also encompassed with global trends – the
search for “local” (Chlebicka, Fałkowski, & Lichota, 2018; Nezdei, & Alpek, 2018; Pícha, &
Skořepa, 2018). “Localness” should be communicated by means of the surveyed tools as it
could be a strengthening element when attracting consumers (Pícha, Skořepa, & Navrátil, 2013;
Pícha, Navrátil, & Švec, 2018). The aim of the paper is, by means of the descriptive statistics
methods, to find out, what marketing tools the small breweries’ managers or proprietors
consider as most important with regards to the competitiveness of their business.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: minibreweries use rather money-extensive communication tools
Hypothesis 2: minibreweries put the main emphasis on local media in their marketing
communications

METHODS
Data collection
Method of electronic questionnaire survey was adopted to collect the data. The survey took
place in January 2017. We addressed all population (350 mini-breweries), i.e. all minibreweries that were registred at that moment in the Czech Republic. The response rate was 41%
(145 mini-breweries). The geographical structure of the surveyed sample could be seen at the
Fig. 1).

Figure 1 Geographical structure of surveyed mini-breweries
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Source: own research

Data analysis
Descriptive statistical methods were used to analyse the collected data – absolute frequency and
contingency tables. The results are presented by means of graphs and tables. The particular
results were assessed according to the following segmentation criteria – year of company
formation, location (inside of the town, at the periphery of the town, out of the town) and
existence of the own restaurant or pub.
Results and discussion
Fig. 2 shows the proprietors’ evaluation of particular marketing communiction tools in
relation to the competitiveness of their mini-breweries. The proprietors perceive a good
name/reputation of the brewery as most important (89%); the second most important is a
recommendation of existing customers (85%) that is spread through word-of-mouth (WoM).
The WoM technique do not require any costs to disseminate information – it is based on a
quality product that costumers recommend among themselves. Further important marketing
communication tools are social networks (53%) and their own website (60%) that represent
other “low-cost” tools. They are followed by drinking glasses (39%), labels (42%) and brewery
signs or restaurant signs (34%). These tools that help to identify the product are indispensable
in the brewery sector. Another identified important factor are excursions (32%) that aim for one
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thing to get visitors acquainted with the production in the particular brewery, with ingredients,
with the types of beers and for another thing of course to offer the possibility to taste the beers.
Taste and testing are an important element of so called sensory marketing (Géci, Nagyová, &
Rybanská, 2017). Generally, we can conclude that proprietors do not perceive the marketing
communication tools as strongly important for their competitiveness in the contrast to the
quality and taste of the product. The exception is the good name of the brewery and
recommendation of existing customers that are perceived as important by 90% of surveyed
breweries.
Figure 2 Importance of marketing communication tools in relation to the competitiveness of
the brewery
Website of other subjects (for example of a city)
Social networks
Brewery´s renown

Excursions
Cultural events organisation
Local clubs sponsorship
Offering discounts
Posters
Billboards
Own website
Banners on the internet
Advertisement in TV (regional stations)
Advertisement in TV (state stations)
Advertisement in radio (regional stations)
Advertisement in radio (state broadcast)
Advertisement in news (regional news, magazines)
Advertisement in news (state news, magazines)
Recommendation of current customers

Consumer promotional competitions
Paid tasting
Free tasting
Signboards
Drinking glasses
Tablechloths
Beermats
Labels
0
Not important

10

Less important

Source: own research
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Further results according to the segmentation criteria are presented in subsequent parts of the
paper in fig. 3 to 9. The answers “not important” and “less important” were grouped and so
were even the items “important” and “very important”.

Figure 3 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries with their
own restaurant or pub
Website of other subjects (for example of a city)
Social networks
Brewery´s renown
Excursions
Cultural events organisation
Local clubs sponsorship
Offering discounts
Posters
Billboards
Own website
Banners on the internet
Advertisement in TV (regional stations)
Advertisement in TV (state stations)
Advertisement in radio (regional stations)
Advertisement in radio (state broadcast)
Advertisement in news (regional news, magazines)
Advertisement in news (state news, magazines)
Recommendation of current customers
Consumer promotional competitions
Paid tasting
Free tasting
Signboards
Drinking glasses
Tablechloths
Beermats
Labels
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Source: own research

We have identified no important differences in perception of importance of particular marketing
communication tools for breweries’ competitiveness according to the existence of their own
restaurant/pub. Fig. 3 and 4 show that there are no significant differences between perception
of importance of marketing communication tools by proprietors of mini-breweries with their
own restaurant and without their own restaurant, even in case of those tools were we have
supposed substantial differences, such as drinking glasses or table cloths. Drinking glasses are
important or very important for 75% breweries with their own restaurant and for 82% breweries
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without their own restaurant; table cloths are important or very important for 11% breweries
with their own restaurant and for 25% breweries without their own restaurant. The higher
importance for breweries without their own restaurant is surprising. We can assume that those
tools serve in this case as presents or promotional items. The assumption was confirmed in case
of importance of beermats (70% for breweries with their own restaurant, whereas 31% for
breweries without their own restaurant). Even in this case the breweries without their own
restaurant probably use the tool as a promotional item or a present, particularly for collectors.

Figure 4 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries without
their own restaurant or pub
Website of other subjects (for example of a city)
Social networks
Brewery´s renown
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Cultural events organisation
Local clubs sponsorship
Offering discounts
Posters
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Own website
Banners on the internet
Advertisement in TV (regional stations)
Advertisement in TV (state stations)
Advertisement in radio (regional stations)
Advertisement in radio (state broadcast)
Advertisement in news (regional news, magazines)
Advertisement in news (state news, magazines)
Recommendation of current customers
Consumer promotional competitions
Paid tasting
Free tasting
Signboards
Drinking glasses
Tablechloths
Beermats
Labels
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Source: own research

Further, we have found significant differences in perception of the importance of particular
marketing communication tools according to the duration of the company. All mini-breweries
that came into existence before the year 2000 perceive the importance or even strong
importance of social networks, good name of the brewery, excursions, cultural events, their
own website, recommendation of existing customers, drinking glasses and labels (Fig. 5). 75%
of those breweries have mentioned sponsorship, posters, paid degustation, brewery signs or
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restaurant signs, and beermats. In case of the mini-breweries originating before the year 2000,
there is no marketing communication tool that is not important for at least 25% of them. 21 out
of 26 surveyed marketing tools are important or very important for at least 50% of this group
of breweries.

Figure 5 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries operating
already before the year 2000

Source: own research

Good name of the brewery, recommendation from current customers and labels are important
or very important for 100% of mini-breweries that were established from 2001 to 2010 (Fig. 6).
Social networks and cultural events are important for 90% of them; their own website is
important for 80% of this group, excursions only for 40% and sponsorship only for 20% of
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these mini-breweries. On the other hand, billboards and tablecloths are perceived as not
important at all.

Figure 6 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries
established in the period from 2001 to 2010
Website of other subjects (for example of a city)
Social networks
Brewery´s renown
Excursions

Cultural events organisation
Local clubs sponsorship
Offering discounts
Posters
Billboards
Own website
Banners on the internet
Advertisement in TV (regional stations)
Advertisement in TV (state stations)
Advertisement in radio (regional stations)
Advertisement in radio (state broadcast)
Advertisement in news (regional news, magazines)
Advertisement in news (state news, magazines)

Recommendation of current customers
Consumer promotional competitions
Paid tasting
Free tasting
Signboards
Drinking glasses
Tablechloths
Beermats
Labels
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Source: own research

As for the last groups of surveyed breweries, more than 70% of them perceive as important or
very important following marketing communication tools: social networks, good name of the
brewery, excursions, organizing of cultural events, their own websites, recommendation from
current customers, drinking glasses and labels. The perceptions and opinions of this third group
of respondents is somehow in between the first two groups. The second group – breweries
issued from the period 2001-2010 – perceives the least number of marketing and tools as
important or very important, whereas the first group – breweries that came into existence before
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the year 2000 found most of the marketing communications tools as important or very
important.

Figure 7 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries
established in the period from 2011 to 2016
Website of other subjects (for example of a city)
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Source: own research

For reasons of clarity, we have divided the surveyed breweries into two groups according to the
place of operation of the breweries (Fig. 8). First group comprises mini-breweries located in
the center or in the periphery of towns and the second group represents mini-breweries located
out of the towns. Presented results were also merged from four to two groups of answers (not
important and less important vs. Important and very important).
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Figure 8 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries located
in the center or in the periphery of the towns
Social networks
Excursions

Local clubs sponsorship
Posters
Own website
Advertisement in TV (regional stations)
Advertisement in radio (regional stations)
Advertisement in news (regional news, magazines)
Recommendation of current customers

Paid tasting
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Tablechloths
Labels
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Not important / Less important

Important / Very important

Source: own research

The most significant differences in the perception of importance of particular marketing
communication tools occurred in case of offering discounts. This tool is very important or
important for 30% of mini-breweries located in the center or periphery of the towns but less
important or unimportant for all (100% mini-breweries located out of the towns and villages
(Fig. 8, Fig. 9). Another tools with differently perceived importance was billboard that is
unimportant for 55% of mini-breweries located in the center or in the periphery of the towns,
but for all (100%) mini-breweries located out of the towns. On the other hand, own website is
important for almost all mini-breweries – 100% of mini-breweries located out of the town and
90% mini-breweries located in the center or in the periphery of the towns.
Regional/local radios are also important for a considerable number of mini-breweries located
out of the town (60%) compared to the group of mini-breweries in the town centers and
peripheries (35%). On the contrary, regional/local press is important for a more of minibreweries in the town centers and peripheries (58%) then breweries out of the town (40%).
Offering discounts, billboards, regional press and tablecloths are generally more important for
breweries located in town center or town periphery (Fig. 8) whereas good name of the brewery,
own website, regional radios, national press, recommendation from current customers, paid
degustations and beermats are important for majority of breweries located of the town (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9 Importance of particular marketing communication tools for mini-breweries located
out of the towns or villages
Website of other subjects (for example of a city)
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Signboards
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Source: own research

CONCLUSIONS
We can confirm that the small breweries prefer the money-extensive communication tools, like
support to a positive word of mouth or their own websites. On the other hand, we cannot confirm
our presumptions that they will, as a local player, put more emphasis on local media compared
to national media. Observing the development in the beer industry and especially in the segment
of mini-breweries, we can assume that the competitive pressure will continue to grow. Owners
of mini-breweries will be supposed to spend more money for promotion, if they want to
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maintain or even increase the volume of beer produced. We can anticipate it at least based on
the incredible increase of the number of mini-breweries in the Czech Republic in last two or
three years. Given the financial possibilities of microbreweries, it is necessary to choose
marketing tools that are meaningful and bring the effect of the money spent, whether in the
form of greater turnover or profit. The most important factor will still be the quality and taste
of the product itself, and in this context, the marketing tools that are most often used by
microbreweries and are important or very important to microbreweries in terms of their
competitiveness, as demonstrated by the presented. Tools that can be recommended on this
basis are: microbrewery referrals and microbrewery reputation (WoM), internet-based
microbrewery presentations, social networking and custom websites, on-site marketing tools,
glasses, labels and mats. However, precisely in the period of increasing of competitive pressure
in microbreweries, it will be necessary to support these tools by others, which are not currently
important for microbreweries and are not used as abundantly as previous ones. Microbrewery
owners should consider using local media, such as local radio and television stations, as well
as presenting the brewery on websites of other entities such as the city where the microbrewery
has its headquarters, sports and other local organizations and, last but not least, microbreweries
(valid only for microbreweries with their own restaurant) should pick up the function of cultural
centers of municipalities where joint actions of local citizens will be realized. Future research
activity could focus the potential of mini-breweries or micro-breweries with their own
restaurant to attract consumers by trying to play a role of a cultural center, especially in rural
areas.
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